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Energy-efficient control of a screw-drive 
pipe robot with consideration of actuator’s 
characteristics
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Abstract 

Pipe robots can perform inspection tasks to alleviate the damage caused by the pipe problems. Usually, the pipe 
robots carry batteries or use a power cable draining power from a vehicle that has many equipments for exploration. 
Nevertheless, the energy is limited for the whole inspection task and cannot keep the inspection time too long. In this 
paper, we use the total input energy as the cost function and a more accurate DC motor model to generate an opti-
mal energy-efficient velocity control for a screw-drive pipe robot to make use of the limited energy in field environ-
ment. We also propose a velocity selection strategy that includes the actual velocity capacity of the motor, according 
to the velocity ratio kv, to keep the robot working in safe region and decrease the energy dissipation. This selection 
strategy considers three situations of the velocity ratio kv and has a wide range of application. Simulations are con-
ducted to compare the proposed method with the sinusoidal control and loss minimization control (minimization of 
copper losses of the motor), and results are discussed in this paper.
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Background
With the advancement of the robotics and industrial 
technology, many pipe robots have been developed to 
explore the pipes that have cracks or defects to avoid 
serious accidents [1–4].

Up to now, there are more focus on the energy-efficient 
control of robots [5, 6]. Robots that perform pipe inspec-
tion task are often in the field environment, and the 
energy is a crucial limitation to the time of execution of a 
task. Most of the pipe robots are driven by DC motors. If 
the energy-efficient method is applied to the pipe inspec-
tion system, the energy dissipation will be decreased and 
the total time of performing a task will be increased. The 
energy dissipated through many ways, but only control-
ling the armature current and field current losses is fea-
sible [7, 8]; further, many researchers conducted on the 
loss minimization control of the DC motor [9, 10]. They 

use the armature resistance loss and field resistance loss 
as the performance index to reduce the energy dissipa-
tion, and get the optimal control law, but in the view 
of the total input energy that is drawn from the power 
source is usually not optimal.

This paper proposes an energy-efficient solution for the 
control of a screw-type pipe robot by using an improved 
DC motor model and employing the total input energy 
as the performance index that reflect the whole system 
energy consumption. Straight pipe structure is the most 
common type; thus, this paper is limited to discuss the 
condition that the pipe robot is used in the straight hori-
zontal pipe. Additionally, sinusoidal fashion control and 
the loss minimization control that only considers arma-
ture resistance are used as the comparison methods.

Methods
The screw‑drive pipe robot
The environment of the pipe is not invariable; thus, the 
pipe robot should possess the characteristics of multi-
function, adaptability and efficiency. The screw-drive 
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robots are not rare [3, 4], and driving principle is illus-
trated in Fig. 1.

Typical screw-drive robot is usually composed of a 
rotator, elastic support arms, rollers and a motor for 
driving. The rollers have a constant incline angle with 
respect to the cross section of the pipe. When the motor 
turns, the whole body moves forward. If the motor turns 
reversely, the body moves backward. To propel a screw-
drive-type robot, one motor is enough for straight pipe 
and elbow. However, for the T-shape pipe, extra naviga-
tion mechanism is needed.

A screw-type robot considered in this paper is shown 
in Fig. 2a. The advantage of this robot is that it has mobile 
ability in the pipe and detecting function for inspection, 
while only one DC motor is installed, which results in low 
energy consumption and low cost to fabricate. The robot 
has two working modes: a driving mode and a detect-
ing mode. The robot propels itself in the pipe under the 
driving mode, and it is used for finding the defect of the 
pipe under the detecting mode. By setting an on–off sole-
noid, the two working modes will switch to each other; 
thus, the robot performs the inspection task without 
other extra motors. Therefore, such a robot is an efficient 
design, because it uses one motor and a solenoid to per-
form a task instead of two motors (one motor for moving 
and the other motor for detecting). There are two types 
of driving arm: One type has a constant incline angle 
as shown in Fig. 1b, while the incline angle of the other 
type changes according to the payload variation. The two 
types of driving arm can be both fixed on the robot, but 
this paper only considers the driving arms with constant 
incline angle. Further detailed information, for example, 
the mechanical structure, can be found in [4].

Motion equation of the DC motor
Basic equations of the DC motor
An armature-controlled DC motor is shown in Fig. 3, in 
which the field current is constant.

The basic equations of circuit are

La is the armature inductance (the voltage generated by 
La is much smaller than that of Ra and Vb; thus, in this 
paper we do not consider the influence of La, Va and Vb 
is the applied armature voltage and back-emf, respec-
tively. Ra is the armature resistance, while Rh is equiva-
lent resistance for power losses due to the air resistance 
of rotor and power loss due to the friction between 
mechanical parts, and Ma had pointed out that the Rh 
should be included when the motor efficiency is calcu-
lated [11]. ia, ih and im are the current of the Ra, Rh and 
the armature, respectively. And the back-emf Vb and the 
armature torque and current are given by

where Ke and Kt is the back-emf constant and torque con-
stant, respectively, and they have the same value, when SI 
units are used.

By using the above equation, we can also calculate the 
value of Rh,

(1)La
dia

dt
+ Raia + Vb = Va

(2)ia = im + ih

(3)Vb = Keωm

(4)Tm = Ktim

(5)im = ia − Vb/Rh

Fig. 1 The screw-type pipe robot. a Sketch of the driving principle, b typical screw-drive-type robot
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As shown in Fig. 3, the whole robot has been treated as 
a power transmission with a gear ratio of itotal; as a result, 
it amplify the motor torque Tm and angular velocity ωm 
into that of the output rotator Tout and ωout and conquer 
the payload Tload. Thus, the dynamics of the motor is

cm is the viscous coefficient of the motor, and Tload, Jeq 
are the load torque and equivalent moment of inertia 
of the robot’s output rotator and the rotor of the motor, 
respectively.

Efficiency of the DC motor
From the above equations, the mechanical power gen-
erated by the motor is Tmωm, and the motor efficiency 
ηmotor is

(6)Rh =
Vb

ia − im
=

KeωmRa

Vb − Keωm − Raim

(7)Jeq
dωm

dt
+ cmωm +

Tload

itotal
= Tm

(8)ηmotor =
Tmωm

Vaia

The above equations have shown the influence of Rh , 
when calculating the motor efficiency. Moreover, using 
the above equations, the motor efficiency that is consid-
ering Ra and Rh and that of only considering Ra is shown 
in Fig. 4 with the same parameters in Table 1. The reason 
of Fig. 4’s result is that considering Ra and Rh needs more 
electrical energy than that of only considering Ra, when 
the motor working at a same combination of torque and 
velocity. The motor efficiency has decreased, when Rh is 
considered.

Motion and force analysis of the robot
The kinematics of the wheel-type robot is generally cal-
culated by

while v and ωout are the translational speed and rotational 
speed of robot, respectively. γ, here, is a coefficient that 
converts rotational speed into translational speed. More-
over, the kinematics of screw-drive robot is (detailed can 
be found in [3, 4])

rw is the radius of the roller and L = 0.5D − rw, while D 
is the inner diameter of the pipe; α is the constant incline 
angle, as shown in Fig. 5.

Let Fdj and Frj denote the normal and tangential fric-
tion, and fn and ft be the corresponding frictional coef-
ficients, respectively. Fre is all the other resistant forces 
acting on the robot, and n is the number of the driving 
arms. The static equilibrium equations can be derived 
from Fig. 5

(9)v = ωoutγ

(10)
v =ωout(rw + L) tan α

γ = (rw + L) tan α

(11)n
(

Fdj cosα − Frj sin α
)

= Fre

Fig. 2 The screw-drive robot with driving and detecting ability with one DC motor. a Prototype, b robot is under driving mode, c the solenoid is 
electrified, and robot is under detecting mode and check the defect of the pipe, d after checking the area, the solenoid is set off, and the robot is 
back to driving mode again, e another operation cycle of detecting

Fig. 3 Equivalent circuit of the DC motor
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Fig. 4 Efficiency of an armature-controlled DC motor. a Motor efficiency that considering Ra and Rh, b motor efficiency that only considering Ra
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From (11)and (12), the relation between Tload and Tout is

Thus, the load torque term Tload/itotal can be updated 
by Tload/F(α)itotal. Now, we consider the condition of not 
including the tangential friction force. Figure 6a, b shows 
the value of F(α) with environment parameters fn = 0.5 
and ft = 0.01 and that of fn = 0.5 and ft = 0. As shown 
in Fig. 6c, the difference of the two conditions is almost 
the same after an artificial coefficient 0.91 multiplies F(α) 
between 9° and 20°, under the condition fn = 0.5 and 
ft = 0.

Now, F(α) can be simplified as follows

(12)n
(

Fdj sin α + Frj cosα
)

= 2Tout/D

(13)Tload =
Fdj cosα − Frj sin α

Fdj sin α + Frj cosα
Tout = F(α)Tout

(14)F(α) = 0.91 cot α

while the 0.91 is the artificial coefficient to calculate F(α) 
between the angle of 9° and 20°. The motion equation is 
derived

and the state equation is given by

where A =
KtKe+cmRh

JeqRh
, B =

Kt
Jeq

, C = −
Tload

F(α)Jeq itotal
.

Energy‑efficient control
According to the task requirements, this robot has two 
modes:

1. Cruise start/stop mode: Cruise start mode is used to 
start the motor and the robot at a specified speed; 
then, the motor and the robot keep this speed mov-
ing to find the potential defect of the pipe. When 
the detecting camera finds the suspicious defect, the 
robot will stop and detect that area carefully; thus, 
stopping the robot is called cruise stop mode.

2. Location mode: Sometimes, a segment of pipe need 
not to be checked; thus, the robot just passes by. The 
operator only inputs the displacement Sf within the 
time tf; then, the optimal velocity profile is generated 
according to the value of kv, which is a speed ratio 
defined in (38).

Cruise start/stop mode
Under this mode, the final velocity ωf and the corre-
sponding time tf are given, and the optimal velocity pro-
file is generated by the control law. After the time tf, the 
actuator of the robot will keep the value of ωf moving 
forward, since keeping the velocity invariant will result 
in the minimization of the extra consumption of the total 
input electrical energy. On the contrary, under the cruise 

(15)

Jeqω̇m +

(

KtKe

Rh

+ cm

)

ωm +
Tload

itotalF(α)
− Ktia = 0

(16)ω̇m = −Aωm + Bia + C

Fig. 5 Forces acting on the robot
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stop mode, the initial motor velocity ω0 and the time tf 
are given.

The above problem is to find the optimal control ia that 
minimizes the cost function for the given constrains. The 
cost function is the integrals of the total electrical energy

with the constrains

The Hamiltonian is formed by

with the costate equation as

where the subscript 1 represents the corresponding vari-
ations of the cruise start/stop mode. The optimal control 
is obtained by

and solving for i∗1,a

Solve the differential equations, and the optimal velocity 
is formulated by

τm =
√

A2 + ABKe/Ra
−1

, F0,1 = −(2ACRa + CBKe)/2Ra 
where C11 and C12 are constants that are determined by 
the boundary conditions, and τm represents the mechani-
cal time constant. The boundary condition of cruise start 
mode is ω1,m(0) = 0,ω1,m(tf ) = ωf. Then C11 and C12 in 
this condition are

While the boundary condition of the cruise stop mode is 
ω1,m(0) = ω0,ω1,m(tf ) = 0, then, C11 and C12 are

(17)min Ein =

∫ tf

0

V1,ai1,adt

ω̇1,m = −Aω1,m + Bi1,a + C

(18)H = (Rai1,a + Keω1,m)i1,a + �1

(

−Aω1,m + Bi1,a
)

(19)�̇1 = −
∂H

∂ω1,m

(20)
∂H

∂i1,a

∣

∣

∣

∣

i1,a=i∗1,a

= 0

(21)i∗1,a =
−1

2Ra

(

�1B+ Keω1,m

)

(22)ω1,m(t) = C11e
t/τm + C12e

−t/τm + F0,1

(23)
C11 =

ωf+F0,1

(

e−tf /τm−1
)

etf /τm−e−tf /τm

C12 =
−ωf−F0,1

(

etf /τm−1
)

etf /τm−e−tf /τm

(24)
C11 =

−ω0e
−tf /τm − F0,1

(

1− e−tf /τm
)

etf /τm − e−tf /τm

C12 =
ω0e

tf /τm − F0,1
(

etf /τm − 1
)

etf /τm − e−tf /τm

The optimal velocity profile of the cruise start/stop mode 
is derived. Moreover, the optimal control i∗1,a is given by

Location mode
Since many segments of the pipe have been checked and 
do not need to be checked again, the robot needs position 
to position control. Under the location mode, the opera-
tor inputs the desired displacement Sf that the robot will 
move and the time tf that robot will cost. Similarly, the 
cost function is also the instantaneous total electrical 
power

with the constrains

The Hamiltonian is

Similarly procedure is adopted to get the optimal control, 
and the costate equations are

The optimal control i∗2,a is derived also by setting the par-
tial differential equation to zero; thus

while the subscript 2 denotes the corresponding varia-
tions of the location mode to distinguish the cruise start/
stop mode. The boundary conditions of location mode 
are ω2,m(0) = ω2,m(tf ) = 0, S(tf ) = Sf , S(tf ) = Sf. The 
relation between the rotational angle of the motor θf and 
the translational displacement of the robot Sf is

Then, the optimal velocity is obtained by solving the 
above equations and the boundary conditions

(25)i∗1,a = B−1(ω̇m + Aωm − C)

(26)min Ein =

∫ tf

0

V2,ai2,adt

(27)θ̇2,m =ω2,m

(28)ω̇2,m =− Aω2,m + Bi2,a + C

(29)

H =
(

Rai2,a + Keω2,m

)

i2,a + �2,1ωm − �2,2

(

Aω2,m − Bi2,a

)

(30)�̇2,1 =−
∂H

∂θ2,m
= 0

(31)�̇2,2 =−
∂H

∂ω2,m

(32)i∗2,a =
−1

2Ra

(

�2,2B+ Keω2,m

)

(33)θf =

∫ tf

0

ω2,mdt = Sf itotal/γ

(34)ωm(t) = C1e
t/τm + C2e

−t/τm + F0
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here, C1, C2 and F0 are decided by the initial boundary 
conditions, and τm is the mechanical time constant. The 
optimal control i∗2,a can be also calculated from (25). Let 
a = tf/τm, and τ1 = t/tf be the reference time, and (34) 
can be reformed as

Trzynadlowski had discussed the optimal velocity by 
plotting a figure [12]. We will find the extremum of the 
velocity analytically. When a → +0, by using the infinite 
series expansion ea, (35) yields

and when a → +∞, (35) yields

(36) and (37) can be explained as two extreme condi-
tions for a certain system whose mechanical time con-
stant τm has been decided. Assume Sf keeps constant, and 
the final time tf varies. When tf is too short with respect 
to τm , the velocity profile will approach (36), but if tf is 
too long with respect to τm, the velocity profile is getting 
close to (37). For better understanding, let ωm/(θf/tf ) 
be the reference velocity and t/tf be the reference time, 
and when a = tf/τm varies, Fig.  7 is plotted as velocity 
per unit versus time per unit by using the parameters of 
Table 1.

Velocity constrains
It is known that each motor has its maximum speed 
limit; moreover, it also has a maximum continuous work-
ing speed ωm,r for practical use. Let kv be the speed ratio 
and defined as

C1 =
e
−tf /τm − 1

etf /τm − e−tf /τm
F0

C2 =
1− e

tf /τm

etf /τm − e−tf /τm
F0

F0 =
Sf itotal

(

e
tf /τm − e

−tf /τm
)

γ
(

tf

(

etf /τm − e−tf /τm
)

+ 2τm
(

2− e−tf /τm − etf /τm
))

τm =

√

A2 + ABKe/Ra

−1

(35)

ω2,m(t) =
Sf itotal

γ tf
a
sinh (a)− sinh (a− τ1a)− sinh (τ1a)

a sinh (a)− 2 cosh (a)+ 2

(36)lim
a→0

ω2,m =
6θf

tf

(

τ1 − τ 21

)

(37)lim
a→+∞

ω2,m =
Sf itotal

γ tf

(38)kv =
ωm,rγ tf

itotalSf

From the above discussion, we will get 1 ≤ kv ≤ 1.5. 
Thus, when kv is not belonging to this interval, then 
we need to formulate a new velocity profile. Because 
kv = 1.5 , the velocity profile becomes parabola as indi-
cated in (36), and we still adopt this parabolic curve as 
the velocity profile when kv ≥ 1.5. Then, the velocity 
becomes

As for the condition 0 < kv < 1, it means that the 
average speed Sf itotal/γ tf that is given by operator has 
exceeded the maximum continuous working speed 
ωm,r . Thus, the robot cannot move a displacement Sf 
within time tf. Generally, Sf is the destination and cannot 
change, and the other way is to adjust the time tf. From 
Fig. 7, we can see the region of this condition lies beneath 
the trapezoidal speed profile and we just follow this trend 
to form the velocity profile, which is

(39)ωm(t) =
6Sf itotal

γ tf

(

t/tf − t2/t2f

)
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Fig. 7 Optimal velocity changes under various of a

Table 1 Parameters of the robot and motor [13]

Parameter Value Parameter Value

P 20 W (rated) D 0.19 m

Kt 0.0170 N m/A α 15°

Ke 0.0170 V s/rad Tload 0.3 N m

Ra 1.17 Ω Jeq 4× 10−5 kgm2

Rh 212.6 Ω total 111

30ωm,r/π 6000 rpm cm 2× 10−5 N m s/rad
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(40)ωm(t) =







ωm,r − 4ωm,r(t/t1 − 0.5)2 0 ≤ t ≤ 0.5t1
ωm,r 0.5t1 < t ≤ tf − 0.5t1
ωm,r − 4ωm,r((t − tf )/t1 + 0.5)2 (tf − 0.5t1) < t ≤ tf

Figure  8 shows the results of the two methods within 
the same time interval to reach a same speed that the 
operator inputs. The velocity and energy dissipation of 
minimum energy control are both lower than that of loss 
minimization control that only considers Ra. Figure  8c 
shows the two conditions after the robot reached the 
speed of the cruise start mode: One is that the robot 
keeps the velocity constant, and the other is that the 
robot’s speed varies (we use a sinusoidal function in this 
figure). Figure 8d shows that the velocity variation needs 
more energy to keep the robot moving than that of keep-
ing the velocity invariable. Thus, it is better to keep the 
speed of the robot stable in the pipe in order to save 
energy in the field environments.

In Fig. 9a the velocity of the minimum energy control is 
the lowest one, compared to that of the other two, whose 
speed exceeds the maximum continuous working speed 
0.144 m/s for a short while. Figure 9a, c also shows that 
the speed of minimum energy control accelerates and 
decelerates rapidly and maintains a stable speed; this is 
convenient for the robot while checking the pipe, because 
a stable moving speed is reasonable for sensor to collect 
data; as for the other two methods, the speed varies dur-
ing the whole operation time.

Figure  10a shows the energy dissipation of loca-
tion mode in Fig.  9. The sinusoidal control causes the 
highest energy, while the loss minimization cost is the 
lowest. This is because in minimum energy control 
method, we have considered the armature resistance 
Ra and the equivalent resistance Rh of the power loss 
due to the air resistance of the rotor and power loss due 
to friction between the mechanical parts as shown in 
Fig.  3. Thus, the armature current is larger than that 
of only considering Ra, when the robot works at the 
same combination of torque and velocity, which causes 
more electrical energy. Figure 10b is the condition that 
Rh → ∞, and the result shows the minimum energy 
control cost is the lowest energy. Therefore, when we 
consider Rh, the total input energy will increase and 
may possibly greater than loss minimization con-
trol, but it gives a more accurate model and numeri-
cal results than that of only considering the armature 
resistance (see Table 2).

Figure 11 shows the velocity selection strategy accord-
ing to the value of kv. When the value of kv is greater than 
1.5, the parabolic curve is selected as the velocity pro-
file since it is the upper limit of the velocity per unit (see 
Fig. 7). While the value of kv is lower than 1, which means 

Between [0, 0.5t1] the motor is accelerating the robot 
along the parabolic curve to the maximum continuous 
working speed of ωm,r, then it moves at this speed for a 
while, and finally, it begins to decelerate the robot along 
the parabolic curve to complete the desired displace-
ment. And t1 and tf can be derived by minimizing the 
total energy Ein with respect to the time t

After discussing the above working conditions of the 
robot, we can formulate the optimal velocity selection 
strategy, which considers the velocity constrains, under 
location mode

Equation (43) guarantees the motor and the robot work-
ing in a continuous and safe region, and it is suitable for 
the pipe robot which will work in field environment. 
Judging maximum velocity problem does not exist in the 
cruise start/stop mode, because the control system will 
compare the input speed ωf with ωm,r directly and inform 
the operator to change the velocity, if ωf is larger than 
ωm,r.

Results and discussion
We have derived the energy-efficient control laws of 
the robot in cruise start/stop mode and location mode, 
respectively. In this section, simulations are performed to 
evaluate the proposed energy-efficient control law, and 
these results are compared with two benchmark meth-
ods. One is sinusoidal velocity function based on the 
computed torque control and is given by

The second benchmark method is the loss minimization 
control method that optimizes the armature loss i2aRa of 
the DC motor, which only considered Ra.

(41)Sf =
γ

itotal

∫ tf

0

ωm,rdt

(42)
Ein =

∫ 0.5t1

0

Vaiadt +

∫ tt−0.5t1

τ1t1

Vaiadt +

∫ tf

tf−0.5t1

Vaiadt

(43)ωm(t) =







Equation (40) 0 ≤ kv < 1
Equation (34) 1 ≤ kv ≤ 1.5
Equation (39) 1.5 < kv

(44)S(t) =
Sf

2

(

1− cos

(

π
t

tf

))

(45)ω(t) =
πSf

2γ tf
sin

(

π
t

tf

)
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even the maximum speed of motor does not satisfy the 
requirement of Sf and tf, the velocity is generated accord-
ing to (40), which minimizes the total energy as well. 
From the above, we can see that the minimum energy 
control causes lower energy dissipation and provides 
more accurate numerical results, compared to that of 
the loss minimization control only considering armature 
resistance. The summary of energy dissipations is listed 
in Table 2.

Conclusion
This paper considers a more accurate motor model and 
uses total input energy as the cost function to generate 
energy-efficient control laws for a pipe inspection robot. 

This pipe robot has two working modes: driving mode and 
detecting mode. Robot needs to keep a speed to move or 
move a distance to check the pipe; thus, we propose two 
types control: One is cruise start/stop control, and the 
other is location control. For the cruise mode and location 
mode, we have derived the optimal velocity and propose a 
velocity selection strategy according to the kv. This veloc-
ity selection strategy can guarantee the motor work in safe 
region, which also means decreasing the total input energy 
consumption, and can treat all the combinations of the 
Sf and tf. Results show that this method indeed saves the 
energy dissipation with the commonly used method, and 
provide more accurate model compared with the loss mini-
mization control.
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Fig. 8 Cruise start mode with ωf = 270 rad/s, tf = 2 s. a Velocity comparison, b energy dissipation, c velocity constant versus velocity undulation,  
d energy dissipation
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Fig. 9 Location mode with Sf = 1.2 m, tf = 10 s with kv = 1.20. a Translational velocity, b displacement, c armature current, d armature voltage
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Fig. 10 Results of the total energy consumption. a Results considering Ra and Rh, b results of Rh → ∞ (only considering Ra)
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Fig. 11 Velocity selection according to kv. a Velocity profiles under Sf = 0.5 m, tf = 6.94 s, and kv = 2, b velocity profiles under the required 
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Table 2 Summary of total input energy

I refers to the minimum energy control that considers Ra and Rh, while the 
numbers in the bracket denote the results that Rh → ∞; II refers to the loss 
minimization control that only considers Ra; III refers to the computed torque 
control that considers Ra and Rh

Sf (m) tf (s) I: 
∫
tf

0
Vaiadt II: 

∫
tf

0
i
2
aRadt III: 

∫
tf

0
Vaiadt

0.3 m 4 14.79 (14.02) 14.37 15.65

1.2 m 10 76.09 (71.46) 75.28 85.53

2.0 m 15 134.91 (126.50) 132.83 155.18

Figure 8b 3.10 3.31 14.12

Figure 11a 23.30 (19.70) 21.65 23.91

Figure 11b 83.82 N/A 86.40
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